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Introduction 
This paper provides a situative account of a teacher becoming a technology-using 

educator. The specific process of becoming was described on a micro-genetic level to show 

how the process of becoming is relationally constituted with an experienced other. The 

significance of this study is that it provides an empirical account on the increasingly 

important issue of identity and learning.  

 

Conceptual Issues – The Process of Becoming 

In tandem with the increasing recognition of identity and its link to human 

development and learning, there have been concomitant efforts by research communities to 

flesh out and operationalize the construct for use (e.g. Gee, 2001; Lee & Anderson, 2009; 

Sfard & Prusak, 2005). Although undergirded by different conceptual commitments, one of 

the common tenets in these on-going works is an articulation on the process of becoming. 

Here, we draw on these works and describe the process in three overlapping aspects:1) the 

becoming process builds on the discursive foundation, 2) becoming is relationally constituted 

between self and other, and 3) recognition of the becoming is drawn on category attributes.    

 As opposed to its predecessor which was often viewed as a unified, coherent sense of 

self innate to an individual (e.g. Erikson 1968), contemporary notions of identity and therein 

becoming is built on the discursive foundation. As Lemke (2008) argues, it is not a new 

conception but a “contemporary realization” (p. 18) that the process of becoming is built on a 

moment-to-moment basis in interaction. The process of becoming when taken from a 

discursive perspective circumvents seeing identity as an intrinsic psychological construct that 

is owned. Rather, as a process situated in the discursive realm, it gives a handle for people to 

trace what and how changes in identities occur.  

 In another related aspect, the process of becoming is a relational phenomenon. How 

one thinks and acts as a “certain kind of person” (Gee, 2001) is always reflexive of the socio-

cultural context. Bucholtz and Hall (2005) explained the relational aspect in three types of 

relational processes while Sfard and Prusak (2005) explained the role of the significant 

narrators in the becoming process. These ideas underpin the notion that the becoming process 

is always dialectically constituted in relation to others. The issue is what is made relevant in 

interaction and the recognition by others as relevant. 

   Recognition work can be likened to mirror how one acts a kinds of persons. As 

people orient to each other in interaction, there is a corresponding work of recognizing the 
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kinds of identity work that is occurring. And such recognition work is drawn from circulating 

category attributes.  

 

Context of Study and Research Question 

The research site Greenville Elementary School (a pseudonym) was amongst one of 

the 66 schools that implemented the Lead IT@Schools that supports schools for active 

student-centered learning.  Greenville Elementary’s Lead IT program was implemented in 

Math for the entire fourth grade cohort. The ideology of the program premises on technology 

as mindtools where students use technology for modeling and visualization of mathematical 

concepts. Implementation wise, timetabled sessions (3 days x 1 hour) were created for 

teacher professional learning. There were nine teachers involved, including Cassie who was 

the leader of the program. Cassie was experienced in using technology for teaching and 

learning and had won several awards for her innovative work.  

The findings presented in this paper were part of a larger research project concerned 

with tracing how teachers account for their technology practice with a particular focus on the 

kinds of identity work they do over a 12-month period. In this paper, we report findings to 

one of the research questions: how do teachers develop to become technology-using 

educators? Specifically, we show at the micro-genetic level, how a teacher’s becoming as a 

technology-using educator was constituted in relation to Cassie, the experienced other.  

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

For this study, we started out with a request to Greenville Elementary to keep us 

informed of all meetings & activities on the Lead IT program. Additionally, we worked 

closely with 3 teachers including Cassie with whom we conduct regular interviews. About 3 

months into the Lead IT project, we realized the bulk of our data consisted of the timetabled 

sessions (3 hours per week) where teachers discussed lesson designs and lessons 

implementations. There were over 50 timetabled sessions recorded. Most meetings (except 

for one) were audio-taped and transcribed.  

Analysis of the meeting talk was drawn from the EM/CA procedures. This approach 

was chosen for the following reasons: First, EM is committed to explicating the in-situ nature 

of how members in a community do work, i.e. members’ methods. By focusing on how 

teachers discursively account for their actions, we can see how they orient to one another and 

constitutively the sense-making process. Second there are established processes for the 

analysis of natural occurring talk using conversation analysis (CA) and membership 
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categorization analysis (MCA). The explanatory power of these methods is well documented 

and thus they provide us with concrete means for analysis.  

 

Analysis 

Prior to the following excerpt, Cassie showed the Base10 applet taken from the Internet 

(http://arcytech.org/java/b10blocks/b10blocks.html) to teachers. She suggested that they use 

it to elicit from students responses to the question 1 divided by 10 so as to lead into the 

decimal notation. Cassie added that she felt students would probably give answers such as 

“one out of ten” which she advised teachers to connect the response “one out of ten” to 0.1. 

To do this, she further proposed they use the long division to introduce the decimal notation. 

The response by teachers was apprehension over the approach. Being concerned that students 

may experience difficulty understanding the decimal notation when introduced using the long 

division, Zoe counter suggested “just tell them one over ten is actually 0.1.” 

 

Turn *Speaker Talk 

1 Cassie So er:m (.) if let’s say, HOW would you show that (.) e:::r, how many 

tenths equals to, like here? [dot dot dot –writing on the whiteboard sound] 

How would you (.) show this then? Equals to how many ( ) ones. 

(1) oThis part. How would you show that? 

2 Zoe (4) Maybe 1.3 oI think. 

3 Cassie Ah, one. E:r 13 tenths is how many ones and how many tenths. That (.) 

that is the problem right?  

4 Hwee So one one three tenths right? //The answer // will be one one three tenths 

right? 

5 Cassie                                                //Huh?           // One one three tenths. So 

because //we tell the children to 

6 Hwee  // So it’s (  ). How we use the place value. That means under 

ones, tenths, hundredths and all that. So TENTHS there’s 13 pieces. For 

example this one right? 

7 Cassie Ah 

8 Boon Ten and three. (  ) 

9 Hwee So you have (.) 13 pieces there. So (.) we know that (.) ten tenths make 
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one ones. So it’s (.) JUST like (.) you know, exchanging it. That means 

we take TEN from (.) the tenths, and then exchanging it to make one 

ones. And then what is the remainder? So 3 tenths. So the remainder. 

10 Cassie Ok.  

11  [Mouse clicks sound. C manipulating the applet.] 

12 Zoe When you put point one, we don’t put all correct. Just one piece only.  

13 Cassie Ah. 

14 Zoe Correct hor? Just one piece only. 

15 Cassie (3). So this one, we are going to e:::r… 

16 Hwee So this is 13 tenths right? 

17 Cassie Yeah. 

18 Hwee Yeah. So it’s regrouping (.) the 13 (.) ah, the ten tenths into one ones. 

[Ring sound from the applet.] So the remainder tenth is three pieces there, 

so now they see that (.) it is actually one t:en (.) and three tenths. From 

regrouping. 

19 Cassie That means (.) we will (.) we will (.) we will show by er, telling them one 

tenth (.) one out of ten is actually 0.1. Then when you have TEN of these 

(.) it is actually one (.) ones. Right? Agree? 

* All speaker names are pseudo names 

 

In turn 1 of this excerpt, Cassie raised another example for the teachers to deliberate. 

Interested to hear what other instructional strategies teachers could come up with, in what can 

be heard as writing on the whiteboard (turn 1), Cassie gave the teachers another math 

problem and elicited from them what approaches they would use to teach it “how would you 

show that?”  

The lesson idea for the mathematical problem appeared to be less straightforward than 

the math itself. This was evidenced in the extended pause in turn 2, the conditional nature of 

Zoe’s response in “maybe” and “I think” that indicated hesitation and the lack of confidence 

in the adequacy of the response. Possible reasons for the hesitation could be that she was 

unsure if the lesson idea were to include the use of the applet shown earlier or that she was 

uncertain how to bring out the decimal notation from the solution of the math problem. 

Reiterating the elicitation of lesson ideas by positioning it as a learning issue, Cassie read 
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aloud the math problem which was the conversion of 13 tenths into ones and tenths and 

declared “that is the problem right?” (turn 3). 

In turn 4, it was Hwee who took up the challenge and offered an answer. Like Zoe in 

turn 2, she had designed the turn to give the solution to the math problem first on which she 

solicited affirmation from Cassie “one one three tenths right?” before proceeding to offer her 

lesson idea. When Cassie repeated after her which was taken as an acknowledgement; in an 

overlapping fashion, Hwee went on to state the gist of her proposal “So it’s (  ). How we use 

the place value” (turn 6).  

To elaborate her idea in a more concrete way, Hwee shifted the orientation from the 

math question to the columns in the applet “under ones, tenths, hundredths and all that” to do 

her explanation. Highlighting the column of tenths “So TENTHS”, she explained that the 

applet should be manipulated such that there were 13 pieces of blocks in it. That said, instead 

of continuing with her proposal, in an abrupt change in the subject, Hwee again sought 

affirmation from Cassie, this time if she was on the right track to use the applet in the 

proposal “For example this one right?” (italics added) in which Cassie in turn 7 

acknowledged “Ah.” 

To make sense of the orderliness of these four turns of interaction between Hwee and 

Cassie, one way is to examine the ascriptions of identities in interaction which in this case is 

an appropriate approach due to the relevance and consequentiality in the interaction (Antaki 

& Widdicombe, 1998). The elicitation of ideas by Cassie in turn 1 invoked the categorical 

attributes of leaders or experienced persons who are in positions of authority. Of course, 

based on the structure of the question alone “how would you show this?” other interpretations 

can be made. For instance, the question could come from someone who is ignorant and is 

asking for guidance. However, in this case, from the turn design by Hwee (and in fact by Zoe 

in turn 2) in responding to the math problem first; it was seen as the safe thing to do to avoid 

a negative evaluation by Cassie since the challenge was not in the math but in the lesson idea 

which could potentially be scrutinized and evaluated by Cassie. Thus, “the force” (Antaki & 

Widdicombe, p. 3) of the categorical identity of an experienced other rather than the latter 

was made relevant. The recognition of Cassie’s identity as an experienced technology-using 

teacher oriented teachers’ actions. As shown above, Hwee solicited affirmation from Cassie 

twice (turn 4 and 6) in the last four turns indicating actions of constant checking. Hwee 

oriented to Cassie comparatively as a junior in making sure her proposal is along the right 

track. She had positioned Cassie as the experienced other who was in the position to evaluate.  
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Returning to the analysis in turn 8, once the orientation was shifted to the applet and 

the idea of “13 pieces” mooted, as evidenced in the response made by Boon, “Ten and three,” 

conception of how the applet could be used emerged for him. Nevertheless, Hwee continued 

and verbalized the instructional design around the use of the applet. Using a mixture of 

mathematical conceptions in the invocation of the decimals base ten rule “we know that ten 

tenths make one ones” (turn 9), and a description of how the applet was to be manipulated 

“we take TEN from the tenths… exchanging it to make one ones”, Hwee appropriated the 

applet as a visual resource to help students see the base ten rule enacted in the manipulation. 

She drew on the interactivity of the applet, in the transformation of 10 tenths to become one 

ones represented under the one column, to help students see that the addition of 10 tenths 

would result in one ones. Subsequently, by drawing teachers’ attention to the remainder of “3 

tenths” in the tenth column, Hwee concluded her lesson idea on how the applet could be used 

to derive the solution of one ones and three tenths.  

Simultaneous to the acknowledgement of the contribution “Ok” by Cassie in turn 10, 

in what can be heard as mouse click sounds in turn 11 and the long pause in turn 15, Cassie 

enacted the lesson idea on the applet. The clarification made by Hwee in turn 16 “so this is 13 

tenths right?” (italic added) indicated that Cassie had manipulated the applet to have 13 cubes 

in the “0.1” column. Upon Cassie’s affirmation, Hwee reiterated her lesson idea, this time in 

tandem with the in-situ enactment on the applet by Cassie evidenced in the ring sound from 

the applet (turn 18). This ring from the applet was an indicator that 10 tenths had been 

transformed to become one ones, signaling to teachers that the enactment was completed and 

the outcome was publicly evident to all. Teachers could visualize in concrete ways how the 

interactivity of the applet supported the understanding of the base ten rule proposed by Hwee.  

Drawing on the outcome shown on the applet to substantiate her lesson idea, Hwee 

drew teachers attention to the remaining three pieces in the tenth column “three pieces there” 

(italics added), and drew on the students’ point of view to rationalize that they would be able 

to derive the solution from the manipulation and visualization of the applet “so now they see 

that it is actually one t:en and three tenths. From regrouping” (italics added). Figure 1 

illustrates the outcome of the enactment where 10 tenths had transformed to become one ones 

represented under the one column and three cubes remained under the “0.1” column.  
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Figure 1. Outcome of enactment of the proposition made by Hwee. 

 

Notice that up to this point of the excerpt, while Hwee had described her lesson idea 

that was subsequently enacted by Cassie on the applet, the focus had remained on the solution 

to the math problem. There was no mention of the initial issue that led Cassie to pose the 

math question in the first place which was to help students associate “one out of ten with 

0.1.” Drawing on the outcome of the manipulation, it was Cassie who returned to the learning 

issue. By way of bringing a closure to the discussion “That means…,” (turn 19) Cassie 

described the instructional strategy that they could use― first, to state the rule to students that 

“one out of ten is actually 0.1” and subsequently prove this rule by enacting the regrouping 

on the applet.  

 

Discussion: Dialectics of Becoming 

Recall the background to this excerpt is that teachers showed apprehension in the use 

of the long division to teach the decimal notation. And Cassie, on the other hand, was not 

convinced in the “just tell them” approach. Given the interaction that has transpired thus far, 

there were several possibilities to advance the discussion. One was to leave the issue as it was 

and perhaps return to it when ideas emerged. Another could be for Cassie to exercise a 

doctrinaire approach and insist on the long division method. Instead, as seen in the analysis, 

Cassie did neither. She positioned herself as a certain type of the experienced other - one who 

was facilitative by posing another math problem to challenge teachers.  
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The characterization of this performance entailed complex self-other dialectics in this 

case between Cassie and Hwee. In my analyses, I showed how aspects of these dialectics 

configured in the positioning and take up of role positions for both Cassie and Hwee as well 

as in the constitution of the technology performance. Relative to teachers, the way Cassie 

asserted the role position of an experienced other was skilled and purposeful seen in her 

indirect evaluation of teacher ideas (turn 1 & 3). In return, recognition of her as such was 

evident in Hwee’s turn design. Moreover, as Cassie shared her technology practices, 

consciously or subconsciously she also oriented teacher sense making about technology 

integration to which Hwee appropriated for her lesson design.  

The performance by Hwee was neither wholly positional nor wholly imitational of 

Cassie’s. Through a transition initially appearing hesitant (turn 4 & 6) to increased 

confidence (turn 9 & 18), Hwee displayed consistency in her volition to take up role position 

to contribute. This volition appeared reinforced when she drew on enactment and 

rationalization to organize her performance. The lesson idea Hwee came up with although 

partly recognizable (appropriated from Cassie’s interpretive system of using technology as 

visualization tools), was also partly novel. The sense making Hwee invoked connecting 

affordances of the applet with concepts of place value (turn 6) and regrouping (turn 18) to 

solve the math problem was a result of her internalized knowledge since she could not have 

prepared for it in advance. On recognition of idea by Cassie as a workable lesson idea, Hwee 

was dialectically index in the becoming as a technology-using teacher.   

 

Significance of Work 

For a while now, technology has been touted as a catalyst for educational reform and 

critics argued that the ideology has yet to materialize (Cuban, Kirkpatrick, & Peck, 2001; 

Means, Roschelle, Penuel, Sabelli, & Haertel, 2003; Straub, 2009). In recent years, some 

researchers are beginning to question perhaps teacher are already doing technology 

integration and the issue lies with the way their practices are viewed (Orlando, 2009; 

Rasmussen & Ludvigsen, 2009). In other words, what counts as technology integration to 

teachers may or may not be in accordance with reform standards espoused by stakeholders. 

So from a macro structural perspective, how expansive then is the meaning of technology 

integration for stakeholders in the educational system? What counts as technology integration 

and from whose perspectives?  

From analysis, it can be seen that recognition of technology use as technology 

integration is a relational process partially dependent on whose point of view is taken. Take 
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the case of Cassie where she indirectly rejected a “just tell them” approach. To Cassie, 

technology integration runs contrary to the grip of direct instruction. Her interpretive system 

of how technology should be integrated mainly anchored on constructivist notions of 

technology as mindtools (see Lim, Lee & Hung 2008 for Cassie's history in technology use & 

Jonassen, Peck, & Wilson, 1999 for mindtools). Therefore, once Hwee appropriated the 

“visualization” affordance of tools which was consistent with mindtools, as part of self-other 

dialectics, recognition was established and Hwee was reflexively regarded in that event as 

technology-using educators. 

Hwee was a beginning teacher. Her teaching career was only beginning to develop. 

So in a way, she was more spirited to try new things to which in this case integrating 

technology into her teaching practices. At the same time, under the apprenticeship of Cassie 

(who is widely recognized as a technology-using educator), she was exposed to a possible 

trajectory as a technology-using educator. Recognition of her ideas by Cassie could add to 

this desire and thicken her disposition as technology-using educator. All these resources 

oriented to make ideologies of technology reform meaningful to Hwee of whom through this 

expert-novice interplay, relationally constituted identity (for a single instantiation) as a 

technology-using educator and appropriated ways of technology integration.  
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